AACI Donors Fiscal Year 2021

AACI thanks the generous donors who invested in our efforts from July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021.

ORGANIZATIONS

AARP California
Adobe
American Psychological Foundation
Anonymous
ArmorBlue Inc.
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. Insurance Brokers of California, Inc.
Asian American Cancer Support Network
Asian Americans Advancing Justice | AACJ
Asian Law Alliance
Asian Pacific American Leadership Foundation
Asian Pacific Fund
Asian Real Estate Association of America Silicon Valley
AT&T
Avenidas
Bala S. Manian Fund
Bank of America
Bay 101
Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS
California Bank & Trust
California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
Casino M8trix
Chen Family Fund
Cisco Systems, Inc.
City of San Jose
City of Sunnyvale
Civic Leadership Academy
Comcast Corporation
Community Health Partnership
Community Solutions
County of Santa Clara
Covered California
Creativity Fund of DJ and Rachelle Chuang
CSz San Jose
Destination: Home
Donate for Charity
East Bay Community Foundation
eBay, Inc.
El Camino Health
Exelixis, Inc
Facebook
Fan & Chao Foundation of the Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Farrington Historical Foundation
Fenwick & West LLP
Google
Heising-Simons Foundation
Homelight, Inc.
Hurlbut-Johnson Fund
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Imprenta Communications Group
Infineon Technologies Foundation
InspirASIAN Northern California at AT&T
Islamic Circle of North America
Jeremy Lin Foundation
Kaiser Permanente National Community Benefit Fund at East Bay Community Foundation
Kiwanis Club of Palo Alto Charitable Foundation
Korean American Community Foundation of San Francisco
Law-Sun Community Fund
Leland High School
Lyft
Microsoft Corporation
Moss Adams
Nahm Family Foundation
NBC Bay Area
New York Life Insurance Company
Nielsen Foundation
Northern America Taiwanese Women's Association - Northern California Chapter
On Lok Lifeways
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
PhRMA
Pinpoint Foundation
PwC Charitable Foundation
Qualcomm
River of Life Christian Church
Rocketship Mosaic Elementary School
Sacred Heart Community Services
San Jose SHIP Kits
San Jose Water Company
San José-Evergreen Community College District
Santa Clara County Complete Count Committee
Santa Clara Family Health Plan
Santa Clara University
Second Harvest Food Bank
SEIU Local 521
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Silicon Valley Cyber Lions Club
Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Inc.
Sourcewise
Southwest Airlines
Stanford Children’s Health | Lucile Packard Children's Hospital Stanford
Sunlight Giving
Sutter Health/Palo Alto Medical Foundation
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Barry H. Tigay Family Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
The Debbie and Paul Baker Charitable Fund
The Gordon N. and Anita T. Chan Foundation
The Krishnan-Shah Family Foundation, Inc.
The Torng-Lee Family Charitable Fund
The YWCA Mid-Peninsula Donor Advised Fund of the Philanthropic Ventures Foundation
Tides Foundation
Tulare Office of Education
U.S. Department of Health and Human Resources
U.S. Department of Justice
United Way Bay Area
United Way Worldwide
Unity Spiritual Center San Jose
Valley Water
Verizon Media
Vietnamese American Professional Women of Silicon Valley
Wang Family Donor Fund
WDG Family Foundation
Wells Fargo
Women of Color Network
Women's Foundation of California
Yen Chuang Foundation
YWCA Golden Gate Silicon Valley
Zoom Cares Fund, a fund of Tides Foundation

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

$10,000+
Glenn Osaka
Julie C. Chao
Sarita and Ujjal Kohli

$9,999 - $5,000
Anita Chan
Bill Feulner
Connie Young Yu and Dr. Kou Ping Yu
Derry and Charlene Kabcenell
Dr. Tasneem Ismailji
Janet Choy
Lawrence and Tracie Pon
Marsha Fong
Raul Gorospe
Stan and Gloria Chun Hoo
Sunil and Margo Dhaliwal
Tae Hea and Rosemarie Nahm

$4,999 - $1,000
Aarti and Sandeep Johri
Alex and Lily Wang
Alexander Kobayashi
Amy Oppenheimer
Anne Im and David Wong
Armina Husic
Atsuko Yube
Ava Chiao
Bhavna Chhotu
Bill and Amy Yee
Brian and Angela Wo
Bung-Fung and Hwa C. Torng
Candy Silverman
Cheryl Chin
Cindy Vu
David Bushnell
Dean and Wilma Chu
Deborah Gong-Guy
Dennis Fong and Polly Kam
Diane Le
Doris Luke
Dr. Charmaine and Michael Lum
Dr. Dinah Cheng and Dr. Stephen Wong
Dr. Frank and Beverly Jan
Dr. Jeffery Lee and Susan Lew Lee
Frank Nguyen
Gail Burke
Gerard and Kiersten Manuel
Glenn Barreto and Wendy Li
Hanley Chew
Hien Le and Winnie Chau
John and Carol Guertin
John and Hera Gutierrez
John Dong Nguyen
Judy Lai and Kevin Tsai
Juliet Chan and Stanley Chen
Jun Li
Kiyoto and Jeanette Arakawa
Kristine Vu
Lance Lew
Lata Krishnan and Ajay B. Shah
Mika and Todd Murakami
Murali B Dharan
Nancy and Tim Yuen
Patricia and Howard Lum
Paul Waldron
Phil and Joanne Quon
Sherri Sager
Shyamoli Banerjee and Ajay Chopra
Sophia Yen
Stuart Campbell
Walter Hammon and Meri Maben
William and Dolores Joe
Willy and Eileen Ma
Yeonji Pak

$999 - $500
Aimee and Angel Garcia
Albert Ching  
Amy Chang  
Benjamin Wu  
Caz Salamanca  
Chika Mori  
Dave Geissberger  
David Le  
David Yap  
Diana Han  
Diana Li  
Dr. Allan and Mary Chan Seid  
Dr. Edwin Tan  
Dr. Fidelia Butt  
Filbert and Mildred Fong  
Fu-Tin and Susan Man  
HaNhi Tran  
Harvey Jang  
Huong Nguyen  
Jacqueline Guzman and Luis Orozco  
Jasmine Mueller-Hsia  
Jennifer Van Stelle  
Jonathan Oberheide  
Julia Zhu  
Junko Swain  
Karelene and Masao Koketsu  
Kay Winer  
Keona and Kolina Law  
Kumar Vora  
Lily Lim  
Lisa Maas  
Marvin Owen  
Mary and Alex Gloner  
MJ Lee  
Owen Lin  
Pablo and Sherri Luther  
Peter Cham  
Rowena M Tomaneng  
Sarah and Kenneth Guertin  
Scott Eigenhuis and Sara Morales-Eigenhuis  
Sean Rhea  
Teri and Chuck Schwimmer  
Toan Le  
Xander Pollock
$499 - $250
Adrian and Monica Arima
Andy Chung
Anita Chung
Anonymous
Arlene Santos
Avneet and Avon Puri
Barbara Wilets Bandanza
Bonnie Tomei
Brady Thomas
Brandon Engelbert
Cathryn Ming Hyde
Cecilia and Peter Manibo
Christine Tomcala and Greg Brusstar
Daniel Harris
Douglas Song
Ellen Fosse
Etsuko Seidersmiyagi
Evelynn Tran
Harry and Christina McKinney
Hieu H. Dao
Jacques Sham
Jeffrey Purnell
Jethroe Moore
Jingting Wu
Justin Kao
Kathy A. Cordova
Kenny Tran
Kimberly Madigan
Laura Watkins
Lee Kusumoto
Lisa Chen
Mabel Yuen
Marcia Klein
Marnie Mar
Meiwen Lee
Michael Seto
Michele Lew and Jon Kessler
Mike Lazur
Nancy Brown
Neal and Heather Jarecki
Pauline Marquez
Pulavarthi
Rita Chiang
Jennifer Matos
Jennifer Peterson
Jennifer Wang
Jerline Justo
Jessica Hsueh
Jessica Thompson
Joanie Yau
John Kelly
John McLemore
John Raposas
Johnny La
Joy Sleizer
Judy Sun
Kathleen Low
Keriann Schoenthaler
Kevin Ung
Kim and Shirley Kinoshita
Kristen Yasukawa
Kyle Timmins
La Donna Yumori-Kaku
Latasha Copeland
Leslie Masunaga
Li Chang Jiang Ng
Lily Valladon
Linda Nguyen
Lisa DeSilva
Lucy Koh and Tino Cuellar
Luisa Buada
Luke Leung
Lynn Tsui
Mai Nguyen
Mann-Wen Wang
Marci Cremer
Margaret Reiff
Marissa Pacho
Mary Ann Michel
Michelle Mikhailov
Michelle Vu
Ming Sheng Wu Sang and Chi Chao Wu
Minh-Chau Dunhour
Mladenka Kaluderovic
Monica Nayar
Monica Yeung
Naili and Carol Ku
Nelson and Katy Debasa
Nichole Rupp
Paul Dommert
Qian Yao
Quoc Huynh
Rachel Santos and David Marr
Ramiro Rios-Sanchez
Richard Chiu
Roger F. Chow
Roxanne Chinn
Sandy Eagon
Scott Hughes
Shabbir Latif
Sharon Swendell
Shyloh Stearns
Sophie Lee Kao
Stanley and Sonya Shiroma
Stephanie Cao
Stephanie Niu
Sunshine Julian
Sylvia H. Carroll
Thao Nguyen
The Honorable Cindy and Dave Hendrickson
The Honorable Margaret Abe-Koga and Yotto Koga
Thelma Lai-Chang and Vernon W. Chang
Tiffany Tran
Tsui Luan Niu
Van Le
Vandana Kumar
Verna and Steven Wong
Vic and Mary Ojakian
Wayne Salls
Wendy and Kenneth Eng
Wendy Tang
William F. Robinson Jr.
Winnie Chau
Yu-Ping and Chinteh Cheng

$99 - $1
Abby Palin
Adrian Antonio
Adriana Huerta
Alex Alias
Alex Shoor
Alexandra Shwarzstein
Alexis Farrer
Allison Franklin
Alyson Stamos
Alyssa Lau and Philip Siu
Amy Wang
Andra Chao
Andrea Antonio
Andrea Lai
Andrea Tanemura
Andrew Wong
Angelica Torres
Anika Manuel
Anita Gong
Anna Keledei
Anna Tran
Anonymous
Apurva Govande
Aram Kim
Arnaldo Altienza
Arsenio Manuel
Arturo Cazares
Asha Sreekumar
Ashley Lin
Ashley Mccarry
Barbara Burke
Betsy Carr
Bin Hu
Brandon Bradford
Brenda Lee
Bryan Maekawa
Carlene Schmidt
Carmen Torrecillas
Carrie Herbst
Charmmie Hendon
Cheryl Halloran
Chris Mcclurg
Christina Kiang
Christine Custodio
Cindy Vong
Clark Campagna
Courtney Fujikawa
Cynthia Llanes
Cynthia Sasaki
Dale Bergman
Daniel Weinkauf
Ivory Ma
Jaclyn Kucharski
Jamie Ko
Jane Kawasaki
Janet Uyenco
Jason Curtis
Jason Kwan
Jason Zhang
Jeff Myers
Jeffrey and Amber Rosen
Jeffrey Phung
Jennifer Britton
Jennifer Chu
Jennifer Marks
Jennifer Martella
Jennifer Nguyen
Jeremy Jaramillo
Jeremy Santos
Jessie Chang
Jing Wu
Joan Johnsen
John Jackson
Josh Gunter
Josie Suh
Joyce Yuri Oyama
JS Wu
Judy Featherman
Juliana Park
Julie Cheng
Julie Kimiyo Hubbard
Justin Fan
Katherine Bark
Katherine Tyler
Katherine Wang
Kathleen Cabayan
Kathy Tran
Katie Teekell
Katy Teurn
Katy Ullmann
Kazuki Fujimoto
Keith Ng
Kelly Baird
Kenny and Erica Mendes
Kevin Davis
Kim Luu
Oliver Yun
Patricia Weiglein
Patrick Ahrens
Patty Souryasack
Paul Camara
Pauline Nguyen
Pavani Reddy
Peining Chang
Peter Bellavigna
Peter Hsieh
Pi Sheng Chang
Piper McNulty
Priscilla Ng
Pritinanda Sahu
Purnima Hindia
Quyen Huynh
Quyen Nguyen
Rachel Schmidt
Radamanthus Batnag
Ramon Aguilar
Regina Margo
Rene Santiago
Richard Konda and Cynthia Kim-Konda
Rick Ehrhart
Rob DeBree
Robert Li
Robert Tavoularis
Rong-jun Wang
Ruqiyya Bano
Ruth Park
Ryan Buensuceso
Sae-a Han
Sai Chang
Sallie Rupe
Samreth Nuon
Sanli Yang
Sarah Lux
Sarah Nguyen
Seanan Murphy
Seanna Vien
Shane Nolan
Sharon and Henry Uyeda
Shayela Alam
Sheena Kaur
Shin Hayasaka
Shirley Koo
Shirley Tran
Shuwei Ouyang
Simon Bolger
Socorro McCord
Stacy Ozorio
Stephanie Gailo
Stephanie Wong
Stephanie Yalung
Stephen Armintrout
Stephen Tao
Steve Chen
Steve Eckert
Susan Li
Susan Yip
Susan Zhao
Susie Pham
Tamon Norimoto and Yukiko Hatanaka
Teresa Downing
Tessa Santos
Thanh Nguyen
The Honorable Gary Kremen
Thy Chung
Tianze Kan
Tiffany Kieu
Tina Hang
Tyler Moselle
Vanessa Caustrita
Vanndy Loth
Vedran Kaluderovic
Veronica Truong
Vicki Leung Pon
Vicky Leung
Virginia Lai
Vivian Ho
Vivian Pham
Wesley and Janice Mukoyama
Yufu Zhang
Yvonne Riley
Zahra Ordikani
Zainab Zehra

IN-KIND DONORS

Aaron Ho
Andrea Antonio
Anonymous
Asian Real Estate Association of America Silicon Valley
Ben Yen and Chun Yu Pu
Benjamin Yen
Best Donuts
Bhargavi and Ajay Wadhwa
Bhavna Chhotu
Bigad Shaban
Blue Apron
C&C Curry House
California Fish Grill, LLC
Candy Silverman
Carolina
Colleen Chan
Community Health Partnership
Daisy and Kansen Chu
Deepika Patial
Dennis P. Mark
Dev Purohit
Diana Louie
Dr. Phoebe Tieu and Andrew Yee
EM Collective
eMeals Inc.
Erin Lens
Fighting for Heroes
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
Fire Department Coffee
Gayatri Khanna
Ghirardelli Associates
Ginger Gals
Gloria Stratton
Grace Chu
Grecel Lopez
Hannah Dawley
Harini Tadinada
Jacqueline Guzman and Luis Orozco
JAMS
Jason Kwan
Jeanette Lau Yamada
Jennifer Whitten
Joo Yiu
Joy Fidelis Sabalvaro
Julie Kimiyu Hubbard
Karin Komshian
Tuyen Tran
Usha Vyas Major
Vietnamese American Nongovernmental Organization Network
VN Hope Student Affairs
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc